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	Title: Rise Up
	School: West Grand Middle School Kremmling
	Sponsor: Katie DeBell
	Abstract: The purpose of this project was to see if changing the amount of yeast in a loaf of bread would change the crunchiness of the crust and the softness of the inside of the bread. Also to measure people's preference for different bread. I hypothesized that people would enjoy the bread with more yeast because it would have a crunchier crust and a less doughy inside. 
The experiment involved baking three loaves of bread with different amounts of yeast and bringing them to school to have people test the bread while completing a survey. 
The data collected did not support my original hypothesis. The bread with more yeast was actually the least favored of the three loaves and the crust was not very crunchy. People favored bread with the regular amount of yeast more than bread with more yeast.   
These findings lead me to believe that you should not alter with tried and true recipes and most of the time people like the original. “If it ain’t broke don’t fix it.” 
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